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        £145.19
            

    
        £120.99
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        The Snom M9 comes with an AC power supply
The Snom M9 has 100+ hours standby time Battery Life
The Snom M9 has a 128 x 128 Pixel Graphical LCD Screen Main LCD
The Snom M9 supports 170 entries Phone Book
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The SNOM M9 Wireless IP Phone includes the following features:

Interference free DECT telephony 
 100+ hours standby time 
 High interoperability 
 Voice encryption 
 Snom OCS edition ready 
 Wideband Audio 
 IPv6 ready 
 Intercom-, alarm- and calendar-function 
 And much more

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) has now become an integral part of the business environment creating new waves in the communication industry. It has made the communication process all the more effective, and economical according to business requirements. In the entire telecom industry, many branded manufacturers are now flooding the markets with these innovative models of VoIP phones and this phone is one of them. SNOM is known for introducing advanced models of VoIP phones with highly technological features embedded in them. These innovative features empower businessmen and alleviate many of their conversational problems

The SNOM M9 is one of the latest innovations from SNOM. Its exclusiveness lies within its new features, meeting the future requirements of companies with the best feature being its unparalleled speech quality. This phone offers excellent convenience with it’s use of wireless technology. This is a milestone in the series of DECT voice over IP phones

High quality features are an integral part of the SNOM M9, suiting both personal and professional needs. Along with features like alarm, calendar, address book that come as standard in a mobile phone, the SNOM M9 has some additional features like caller identification and hands free operation

Another truly beneficial feature is the access point range. As the SNOM M9 is a mobile VoIP device, the range around which the access point is accessible is important. The approximate range is from 50 meters indoor and 300 meters outdoor. The key pad on the SNOM M9 is illuminated for easy access and it is very convenient to handle this mobile device. The TFT colour display screen is classy. For upgrades or enhancements in future, USB port and flash memory are embedded in the device. Interoperability feature are flawless and are also high

For further SNOM M9 features please click here


For the SNOM M9 user manual click here
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        More Information	Warranty	12 Months Warranty
	Main LCD	128 x 128 Pixel Graphical LCD Screen
	WiFi Support	No
	Power Options	AC Only
	AC PSU Included	Yes
	HD Voice	Yes
	Headset Interface	2.5mm Jack
	Speakerphone	Yes
	Bluetooth	No
	Range	Indoor: 50m Outdoor: 300m
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